You have an R&D project? You wish to improve an area of scientific expertise? You are seeking for a technological innovation? Recruiting a doctoral student) or a doctor from Université Grenoble Alpes will be an asset for your company.

Companies are increasingly seeking to take on doctoral students and doctors, regardless of their speciality. Creativity, sense of innovation, capacity to solve complex problems ... these young researchers have specific skills allowing them to meet the essential needs formulated by companies and to pursue a brilliant career in the private sector.
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Relocation

The College and the doctoral schools (except Philo)moved on September 1st, 2020 to join the Maison Jean Kuntzmann at 110 rue de la Chimie 38400 Saint-Martin-d'Hères on the University Campus (Tram B and C, stops "Bibliothèques universitaires").

Recruitment

Register a job offer
Consult profiles of doctors seeking employment (coming soon)